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ABSTRACT
The dynamical state and morphological features of galaxies and galaxy clusters, and their
high-redshift precursors, are tightly connected with their assembly history, encoding crucial
information about the formation and evolution of such cosmic structures. As a first step towards
finding an optimal indicator of the assembly state of observed structures, we use a cosmological
simulation of a moderate volume to critically examine the best definition of an indicator
that is able to discriminate dark matter haloes undergoing mergers and/or strong accretion
from haloes experimenting a relaxed evolution. Using a combination of centre offset, virial
ratio, mean radial velocity, sparsity and ellipticity of the dark matter halo, we study how the
thresholds on these parameters, as well as their relative weights, should evolve with redshift
to provide the best classification possible. This allows us to split a sample of haloes in a
totally relaxed, a marginally relaxed and an unrelaxed subsamples. The resulting classification
strongly correlates with the merging activity obtained from the analysis of complete merger
trees extracted from whole simulation data. The results on how the different indicators depend
on redshift and halo mass, and their optimal combination to better match the true assembly
history of haloes, could constitute relevant hints to find a suitable set of indicators applicable
to observational data.
Key words: large-scale structure of Universe – dark matter – galaxies: clusters: general —
methods: numerical

1 INTRODUCTION

Deeply interwoven through a complex network of filaments and
sheets, dark matter (DM) haloes are bound, diffuse structures which
result from the gravitational collapse of the primordial density fluc-
tuations and a hierarchical merging history (Zel’dovich 1970; Press
& Schechter 1974; Gott & Rees 1975). DM haloes constitute the
fundamental building blocks of the large-scale structure (LSS) of
the Universe, and host their baryonic counterparts that we observe
over the electromagnetic spectrum (see, for instance, Planelles et al.
2015, for a review). At the galactic scale, the current theories of
galaxy formation typically assume DM haloes to be virialised (e.g.,
White & Rees 1978), although this does not necessarily hold for
each galactic DM halo; while, at larger masses (at the galaxy cluster
scale), most DM haloes are still expected to be in the process of viri-
alisation, since they are the latest objects to have assembled (e.g.,
Kravtsov&Borgani 2012, for a review on galaxy cluster formation).

However, the dynamical state of individual haloes is tightly
connected to their assembly history and, in particular, to the pres-
ence of mergers and the accretion rates in the last one or few dynam-
ical times. A merger or a period of intense accretion usually triggers
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many morphological and dynamical disturbances in the halo (as-
phericity, higher velocity dispersions, abundance of substructures,
changes to the internal structure, etc.), which gradually fade away
once the assembly episode is over (see, for example, Poole et al.
2006 for a thorough analysis of the disturbances and the subsequent
relaxation after a merger event at cluster scales).

Since dynamically relaxed and disturbed structures often
present fundamentally different properties, a characterisation of the
dynamical state of the sample of cosmic structures is often a neces-
sary procedure in many analyses of very different natures, such as in
studies about the geometry of the cosmic web (Gouin et al. 2021),
statistical properties of the population of galaxy clusters (scaling
relations, mass functions, etc.; e.g., Chen et al. 2019; Seppi et al.
2021), hydrostatic mass bias (Nelson et al. 2014; Biffi et al. 2016;
Angelinelli et al. 2020), turbulence (Vazza et al. 2017; Valdarnini
2019; Vallés-Pérez et al. 2021a,b; Simonte et al. 2022), or galactic
environments (Kuchner et al. 2022), just to mention a few.

Even though we usually define haloes using the virial radius
prescription of Eke et al. (1996) and Bryan & Norman (1998),
based on the spherical collapse model, this does not imply that, in
general, three-dimensional haloes (non necessarily spherical, in a
full-cosmological, i.e., not isolated environment) defined this way
are necessarily in virial equilibrium. While in simulations one can
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access the whole temporal evolution of the objects, and thus recover
the assembly history of the halo under study in order to assess the
dynamical state, this is not possible in observations. Thus, for the
sake of a more direct comparison with observational works, simple
schemes for characterising the dynamical state using halo properties
at a given time are usually involved in many analyses.

For the time being, most works have relied on placing a thresh-
old on some halo property expected to correlate with the dynamical
state, in order to split the relaxed and unrelaxed subsamples. Per-
haps, the most direct of such indicators is the virial ratio, usually
defined as [ ≡ 2𝑇/|𝑊 |, where 𝑇 is the intrinsic kinetic energy of
the halo and 𝑊 is its gravitational potential energy. [ would be
expected to be 1 for an isolated system in a steady state. However,
different works have found different thresholds to best suite their
particular classification (e.g., Shaw et al. 2006; Neto et al. 2007;
Knebe & Power 2008, see also the discussion in Cui et al. 2017).
Similarly, there is debate about the necessity of including a surface
tension term to account for the fact that haloes are not isolated
(Poole et al. 2006; Shaw et al. 2006; Knebe et al. 2011). Another
frequently used indicator, both in simulations and observations, is
the centre offset, which quantifies the departure from smoothness
and spherical symmetry of the matter distribution, and serves as an
indicator of substructure (Crone et al. 1996). In practice, however,
there are many possibilities regarding the choice of centres (see Cui
et al. 2016) and how to set the thresholds (cf. D’Onghia & Navarro
2007; Macciò et al. 2007). Additionally, in observations the centre
offset may depend crucially on the orientation, posing an additional
challenge. Last, other authors have used the fraction of mass in sub-
structures as a measure of the dynamical unrelaxedness of a DM
halo (e.g., Neto et al. 2007; cf. other recently suggested approaches,
e.g. Kimmig et al. 2022). While the election of this magnitude is
well-motivated, the mass contained in substructures in simulated
haloes depends critically on numerical resolution and the precise
definition of the substructure extent (see, e.g, the discussion in
Vallés-Pérez et al. 2022), making this criterion less comparable.

Since it is difficult that a single property can reflect the complex
picture of the dynamical state of a halo, many recent studies have
used combinations of these indicators, either by considering as
relaxed the haloes which simultaneously fulfil several relaxation
criteria (Neto et al. 2007; Biffi et al. 2016), or by defining some
combined indicator (Haggar et al. 2020; Zhang et al. 2021a; De
Luca et al. 2021). Finally, other metrics of the dynamical state are
based on the X-ray morphology, such as the centroid shift 𝜔 (Mohr
et al. 1993), or the power ratio, 𝑃3/𝑃0 (Buote & Tsai 1995, see also
the reviewofRasia et al. 2013 onX-raymorphological estimators for
galaxy clusters); or more sophisticated ones such as those involving
Fourier analyses of the fluctuations in mass and X-ray maps (Cerini
et al. 2022), or the expansion of the Compton 𝑦-maps in Zernike
polynomials (Capalbo et al. 2021).

However, in most of the previous works, the parameters being
used and, especially, the thresholds imposed on them have been
tuned in a somewhat empirical way. This has lead to variations in
the criteria from work to work, even though the underlying idea is
kept. Furthermore, a possible redshift evolution of these thresholds
or of their very relevance has been devotedmarginal attention, either
because the studies were focused on a particular cosmic epoch or
because it had been implicitly assumed that these criteria should
not evolve with redshift.

In this work, we intend to critically examine a set of possi-
ble indicators of the assembly state, all of which can be obtained
from the complete three-dimensional information in simulations,
and develop a criterion which accommodates redshift-dependent

thresholds and the possibility that different indicators have more or
less relevance at different cosmic epochs. We note the reader that,
while in the following wemay refer to the dynamical state of haloes,
our main focus is oriented towards the dynamical disturbances asso-
ciated to the assembly history of haloes (i.e., the presence of merger
events or episodes of strong accretion; rather than a more general
sense of dynamical unrelaxedness which could include, e.g., the
presence of substructures even when they are not associated to a
merger episode, since they have an impact on properties such as the
hydrostatic equilibrium).

The rest of the manuscript is organised as follows. In Sec.
2, we introduce our simulation, halo sample and the methodology
that we employ for setting the thresholds and relative weights of
the different dynamical state indicators. Our resulting criterion is
presented in Sec. 3, including the analysis of the mass dependence
of our results and a validation of our method with a different sim-
ulation. Finally, we discuss the applicability of our results in Sec.
4. Appendix A contains the fitting formulae for the thresholds and
weights applicable for massive haloes.

2 METHODS

The results reported in this paper have been extracted from the
analysis of a ΛCDM cosmological simulation tracking the coupled
evolution of baryons andDM.We describe the relevant details of the
simulation in Sec. 2.1, then cover the halo catalogues and merger
tree elaboration in Sec. 2.2, and discuss how do we compute the
dynamical state indicators in Sec. 2.3. Finally, we introduce our
classification strategy in Sec. 2.4.

2.1 The simulation

The haloes we analyse in this paper are extracted from a numerical
simulation run with MASCLET (Quilis 2004; Quilis et al. 2020), a
(magneto-)hydrodynamics and 𝑁-Body code primarily designed for
cosmological applications. For evolving the DM component, which
is the primary focus of this work, MASCLET implements a multilevel
Particle-Mesh (PM) scheme (Hockney & Eastwood 1988), which
takes advantage of the adaptive-mesh refinement (AMR) strategy
(Berger & Colella 1989) to gain spatial, temporal and force resolu-
tion.

We have simulated a periodic, cubic (𝐿 = 100 ℎ−1Mpc) do-
main, under the assumption of a flat, ΛCDM cosmology specified
by the matter density parameter Ω𝑚 = 0.31 (ΩΛ = 1 − Ω𝑚),
baryon density parameter Ω𝑏 = 0.048, and Hubble parameter
ℎ ≡ 𝐻0/(100 km s−1) = 0.678. The initial conditions stem from
a realisation of the primordial gaussian random field assuming a
spectral index 𝑛𝑠 = 0.96 and an amplitude yielding 𝜎8 = 0.82,
and are set up at redshift 𝑧ini = 100 using a CDM transfer function
(Eisenstein & Hu 1998). The values selected for the cosmological
parameters are consistent with the latest results reported by Planck
Collaboration et al. (2020).

A first simulation is run at low resolution, using a fix grid of
𝑁3𝑥 = 2563 cells and the same number of equal-mass particles. This
is used to identify the Lagrangian regions in the initial conditions
which will evolve into dense structures by 𝑧 = 0, and mapping
them with enhanced numerical resolution already at 𝑧ini. We use
this approach to establish three nested levels of initial conditions,
resulting in a best mass resolution of 1.48 × 107 𝑀� .

Using these high-resolution initial conditions, the simulation
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is evolved again using AMR based on gas/DM overdensities, con-
verging flows, and Jeans length criteria, achieving a peak resolution
of Δ𝑥8 = 2.3 kpc at the maximum (ℓ = 𝑛ℓ ≡ 8) level of refinement.
While the baryonic component is not the primary focus of this work,
the simulation includes gas cooling, but no other baryonic effect or
feedback mechanism.

2.2 Halo catalogue and merging history

For each snapshot of the simulation, we have identified the DM
haloes using the public halo finder ASOHF (Planelles & Quilis 2010;
Knebe et al. 2011; Vallés-Pérez et al. 2022)1, which is based on
the spherical-overdensity definition and uses the virial radius (ac-
cording to the prescription of Bryan & Norman 1998) to delimit the
extent of the haloes that are not substructure.

After determining the halo catalogues, these are linked in be-
tween snapshots using the merger tree code presented by Vallés-
Pérez et al. (2022, their section 2.6.2), which identifies all the haloes
at a given code output which have contributed to an object in a fol-
lowing one, allowing to skip an arbitrary number of snapshots, if
necessary. Using it, we determine the main evolutionary line of each
halo, as well as the presence and characterisation of mergers.

Following Planelles & Quilis (2009), Chen et al. (2019), and
Vallés-Pérez et al. (2020), we have classified each merger event in
the sample as either a major merger (if the mass ratio, 𝑀min/𝑀max,
between the two haloes involved exceeds 1/3), or a minor merger
(1/3 > 𝑀min/𝑀max ≥ 1/10). Mergers below a mass ratio of 1/10
are disregarded. The merger time is determined as the moment in
which the centre of the infalling (the least massive) halo crosses the
virial boundary of the host (the most massive) halo.

2.2.1 Fiducial classification: assembly history of the haloes

In order to determine the optimal thresholds on the dynamical state
indicators (see below, Sec. 2.3 and therein), we compare with a
reference, or fiducial, classification of the dynamical state based
on the full assembly history of haloes (i.e., the presence of past or
ongoing mergers, as well as the accretion rates).

As a tentative classification of the unrelaxedness induced by
a merger event, we will assume that a typical halo remains in a
disturbed state for one dynamical time after a major merger, or half
a dynamical time after a minor merger, with the dynamical time
𝜏dyn being defined as

𝜏dyn (𝑧) ≡
1√︁
𝐺𝜌

=
1√︁

𝐺𝜌𝐵 (𝑧)Δvir (𝑧)
, (1)

with 𝐺 the gravitational constant, 𝜌 the density of the halo, 𝜌𝐵 (𝑧)
the background matter density and Δvir (𝑧) the virial overdensity
(Bryan & Norman 1998).

While the choice of the timespan is a crude approximation, it
responds to the fact thatmanyworks have shown that the disturbance
triggered by a minor merger is, in general terms, smaller than the
effect of a major merger, both for the dark and for the baryonic
components (Planelles & Quilis 2009; Yu et al. 2014; Vallés-Pérez
et al. 2020; Zhang et al. 2021b). In practical terms, since 𝜏dyn (𝑧)
varies strongly with redshift and reaches considerable fractions of
the age of the Universe, especially at low redshift, we choose to

1 https://github.com/dvallesp/ASOHF.
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Figure 1. Evolution of the distribution of halo masses in our sample. The
solid line indicates the median mass of the sample, with the dark and light
shaded regions enclosing the 16% − 84% (dark blue) and 2.5% − 97.5%
(light blue) confidence intervals (CIs) around it, respectively. The dashed
line corresponds to the mean mass, while the dotted lines correspond to the
maximum and minimum masses.

define the number of dynamical times between two moments, 𝑡1
and 𝑡2, as in Jiang & van den Bosch (2016) and Wang et al. (2020):

𝑁𝜏 (𝑡1, 𝑡2) =
∫ 𝑡2

𝑡1

d𝑡
𝜏dyn (𝑧)

(2)

Additionally, it might be the case that a halo is accreting
strongly, butwithout undergoing any significantmerger (either phys-
ically or due to the finite resolution of a simulation). Thus, we also
consider as unrelaxed, for the purpose of the fiducial classification,
any halo which has assembled more than 50% of their mass in the
last dynamical time.

For the analyses within this work, all the 28 snapshots of the
simulation since redshift 𝑧 = 5 are considered. We select the 1000
most massive haloes at each epoch, and discard all those which
cannot be reliably traced back in time for at least one 𝜏dyn (𝑧).
We show, in Fig. 1, the redshift evolution of the median mass in
the sample (solid line), together with shaded regions enclosing the
confidence intervals corresponding to the 16% − 84% (dark blue)
and 2.5% − 97.5% (light blue) percentiles of the distribution of
masses. The dotted lines mark the maximum mass (upper line)
and the minimum mass, or mass limit (lower line) in the sample
at each time. Thus, the mass limit in our sample evolves from
∼ 1012𝑀� at 𝑧 = 5 to ∼ 4.5 × 1012𝑀� at 𝑧 = 0. The wide redshift
interval considered in this study includes from the cluster-, group-
and massive galaxy-sized haloes at 𝑧 ' 0, to the DM counterpart
of galaxies and the progenitors of low-redshift clusters at the high-
redshift end.

The results of the fiducial classification are summarised in Fig.
2, where we show the number of haloes which are finally considered
at each snapshot (blue line, referring to the axis on the left). Only
at high redshift (𝑧 & 3), a large fraction (10% to 25%) of the pre-
liminary haloes get discarded because they cannot be tracked back
in time for at least one dynamical time. The fraction of unrelaxed
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Figure 2. Fiducial classification of dynamical states of the halo sample. The
blue line represents the number of haloes selected per snapshot, according to
the left axis. The dashed/dotted lines, according to the right axis, describe the
evolution with redshift of the fraction of unrelaxed haloes (green), which can
have been labelled as such due to mergers (purple) or strong accretion/mass
growth (orange).

haloes according to the fiducial classification (green, dashed line;
referring to the axis on the right) varies from ∼ 80% to ∼ 30%
through the considered redshift interval. Purple and orange, dotted
lines show the number of haloes, as a fraction of the total, which are
unrelaxed due to either the condition on recent mergers or the con-
dition on the accretion rate, respectively. Most of the low-redshift
haloes which are labelled unrelaxed are undergoing mergers, while
at high redshift the cause for unrelaxedness is more usually a high
level of smooth accretion. This may be due to several reasons,
amongst which we can mention the higher density in the vincinity
of haloes at high redshift, or resolution limitations of the simulation
(i.e., at high redshift, a halo may be accreting small, underresolved
structures, which are therefore not accounted as mergers).

2.3 Indicators for the assembly state

Many possible proxies for the dynamical and assembly state of aDM
halo, or their corresponding baryonic structure (e.g., a galaxy or a
galaxy cluster) have been proposed in the literature (see, for instance,
Cole & Lacey 1996; Crone et al. 1996; Shaw et al. 2006; Haggar
et al. 2020; Zhang et al. 2021a, just to cite a few). While simulations
allow to access the complete three-dimensional picture, the lack of
the whole information in observations (due to, e.g., projection or
the inability to observe the dark component, or even the plasma out
to large radii) requires that, generally, different quantities are used
for assessing the dynamical state in simulations and in observations
(Rasia et al. 2013; De Luca et al. 2021; Yuan et al. 2022). While
comparison with observations is crucial and will be dealt with in
future work, here we shall focus on the dynamical state indicators
extracted from the complete, three-dimensional data in simulations
as a first step. Unless otherwise specified, all quantities below are
referred to the virial volume.

Centre offset. The centre offset is usually defined as the distance
between two different choices of centre, in units of some aperture
radius (typically, the virial radius of the halo, 𝑅vir). Many exam-
ples for the choices of centre pair exist in the literature, such as
centre of mass (CM) vs. density peak (Baldi et al. 2017) or CM
vs. potential minimum (Biffi et al. 2016), extracted from the three-
dimensional description in simulations, or the morphological offset
of the BCG location vs. X-ray surface brightness peak (Rossetti et al.
2016), amongst many others. We address the interested reader to
Cui et al. (2016), who comparemany different choices of observable
for defining the centre of galaxy clusters.

In this work, we have tested the three possible combinations
between the minimum of gravitational potential (defined as the
location of the most-bound DM particle, as obtained by ASOHF and
described in detail in Vallés-Pérez et al. 2022), theDMdensity peak,
and the DM centre-of-mass. We find that the most robust results are
obtained for the Peak-CM pair. Therefore, we defined the centre
offset parametre as:

Δ𝑟 =

��𝒓peak,DM − 𝒓CM,DM
��

𝑅vir
(3)

Virial ratio. For a gravitational system in steady state, the virial
theorem predicts 2𝑇 +𝑊 − 𝐸𝑠 = 0, where 𝑇 is the kinetic energy,
𝑊 is the gravitational binding energy, and 𝐸𝑠 is the surface energy
term (Chandrasekhar 1961). Neglecting the surface term, the virial
ratio is usually defined as

[ ≡ 2𝑇|𝑊 | , (4)

and it is expected that [ → 1 for isolated systems. However, haloes
are not generally isolated systems, and therefore there is not a good
a priori reason to drop the surface term in the virial theorem. Thus,
many works define the virial ratio as [′ = (2𝑇 − 𝐸𝑠)/|𝑊 | (Shaw
et al. 2006), while others claim that the surface term overcorrects the
virial ratio (Power et al. 2012). As the latter, we find that correcting
the virial ratio by the surface term wipes out the correlation with
merging activity, and thus we shall use the definition in Eq. 4 in the
remainder of this work.

Mean radial velocity. In a relaxed object, we do not expect impor-
tant changes in the radial structure, while an unrelaxed system will
experience significant disturbances as it settles down to equilibrium.
This motivates the consideration of the mean radial velocity of DM
particles,

〈𝑣𝑟 〉DM =

∑
𝑖 𝑚𝑖𝑣𝑟 ,𝑖∑
𝑖 𝑚𝑖

, (5)

being𝑚𝑖 the mass of the 𝑖-th DMparticle, and 𝑣𝑟 ,𝑖 its radial velocity
relative to the halo reference frame. In practical terms, we scale this
quantity by the circular velocity at the virial radius, 𝑉circ,vir ≡√︁
𝐺𝑀vir/𝑅vir, and define the corresponding normalised indicator
as

〈𝑣𝑟 〉DM ≡ |〈𝑣𝑟 〉DM |
𝑉circ,vir

. (6)

Sparsity. Systemswhich have experienced recent significant merg-
ers tend to display shallower central density profiles due to the
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disturbance caused by the infalling halo, and thus are less concen-
trated. Many works (e.g., Neto et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2020) have
pointed out the relation between the time spanned since the last
major merger and halo concentration, 𝑐vir = 𝑅vir/𝑅s, being 𝑅s the
scale radius of the Navarro et al. (1997) profile (or the radius where
the logarithmic slope of the DM density profile equals −2).

More recently, sparsity has been suggested as a non-parametric
alternative to concentration, which reduces the scatter with halo
mass (Balmès et al. 2014; Corasaniti et al. 2018), and has also been
found to correlate with the timing since the last relevant merger
(Richardson&Corasaniti 2022).While sparsity is generally defined
as the quotient between the masses at different spherical overdensi-
ties, we find that the one maximising the correlation with merging
activity is

𝑠200𝑐,500𝑐 ≡ 𝑀200𝑐
𝑀500𝑐

. (7)

Ellipticity. DM haloes are generally triaxial (Frenk et al. 1988;
Knebe & Wießner 2006), with significant scatter in halo shape at a
given mass and redshift. Many recent studies have pointed out at the
correlation between triaxiality and/or ellipticity of the halo shape
and the formation history of a halo, with relaxed haloes tending to
be rounder (Chen et al. 2019; Lau et al. 2021).

We define the overall shape of the DM halo by finding the
eigenvalues of the shape tensor, defined as

𝑆𝛼𝛽 =
∑︁
𝑖

𝑚𝑖

𝑟𝑖,𝛼𝑟𝑖,𝛽

𝑟2
𝑖

, (8)

which are proportional to the semiaxes squared. The positions, 𝒓𝑖 ,
are relative to the cluster centre (defined as the location of the density
peak), and we choose to normalise them to be unit length to prevent
the shape to be dominated by the particles in the outskirts of the
halo. Note this corresponds to the E2 method introduced by Zemp
et al. (2011). If 𝑎, 𝑏 and 𝑐 are the semiaxes sorted in non-increasing
order, we define the ellipticity of the halo, 𝜖 , as:

𝜖 = 1 − 𝑐

𝑎
. (9)

Other indicators not considered in this work. Amongst the most
widely used proxies for the dynamical state of DM haloes in the
literature, we have not included the fraction of substructures, 𝑓sub,
in this study (neither defined as the mass in substructures as a
fraction of the host mass, nor as the ratio between the mass of
the heaviest substructure and the host mass, as in Cialone et al.
2018). While 𝑓sub should naturally correlate with the assembly
state (especially, with the merging state), its interpretation is very
subtle due to several factors. First, there is not a unique way to
define the extent of a subhalo, and differences amongst halo finders
have a dramatic impact on the recovered masses of substructures
(see Vallés-Pérez et al. 2022, their figures 5 and 10). In second
place, the amount of substructure produced in simulations depends
strongly, not only on resolution, but also on the numerical scheme
employed to solve gravity. This introduces strongmass biases (while
the most massive haloes in our simulation may host well-resolved
substructure, haloes with less than a few ten thousands particles
are likely to be substructure-deficient. These obscure dependencies
with mass, resolution and numerical scheme limit our ability to
consistently incorporate this indicator in our work. Simulations with
enhanced resolution, capable of fully resolving rich substructure in

Table 1. Summary of the redshift binning considered for the subsequent
analyses. Each bin contains the haloes extracted from the 𝑁snaps available
with 𝑧 ∈ [𝑧min, 𝑧max ]. The mean redshift of the 𝑁haloes haloes in the bin
is �̄�, with a fraction 𝑓unrelaxed of them being unrelaxed (either merging or
experiencing intense accretion) according to the fiducial classification. Note
we report �̄�, instead of the median, because 𝑧 is not continuously distributed
(at each redshift bin, there are only 𝑁snaps different values of 𝑧).

𝑧min 𝑧max 𝑁snaps �̄� 𝑁haloes 𝑓unrelaxed
0 0.2 4 0.084 3828 0.309
0.2 0.5 4 0.381 3830 0.360
0.5 0.75 3 0.651 2890 0.406
0.75 1.0 3 0.897 2871 0.468
1.0 1.5 4 1.253 3769 0.512
1.5 2.0 3 1.808 2788 0.562
2.0 3.0 3 2.536 2742 0.600
3.0 4.0 2 3.350 1791 0.657
4.0 5.0 2 4.443 1564 0.751

our wide range of masses could be able to overcome this limitation
of our work.

Regarding the indicators describing the shape of the mass dis-
tribution, while 𝜖 alone does not fully characterise the shape of an
ellipsoid, we have not considered any additional parameter, such as
triaxiality𝑇 ≡ 𝑎2−𝑏2

𝑎2−𝑐2 (Franx et al. 1991).While ellipticity measures
directly the deviation from sphericity, which is expected during as-
sembly episodes, the same is not true for triaxiality. As a matter
of fact, triaxiality is undefined for spherical objects, and we do
not find a clear reason to have a preference towards either prolate-
ness/oblateness during mergers or strong accretion periods.

2.4 Classification strategy

2.4.1 Redshift binning

A total of 28 snapshots of the simulation, since 𝑧 = 5, are saved and
used in this analysis. To augment the statistics, we have grouped the
snapshots in several redshift bins, which are described in Table 1.2

2.4.2 Optimising the thresholds

In a first step, we place a threshold, 𝑋 thr
𝑖
, for each of the dynamical

state indicators, 𝑋𝑖 , described in the previous section (𝑖 = 1, . . . , 5,
for the five dynamical state indicators). This is performed indepen-
dently at each redshift bin. To do so, we vary 𝑋 thr

𝑖
from theminimum

to the maximum value of 𝑋𝑖 through the sample, and identify how
well does 𝑋 thr

𝑖
separate the relaxed and the unrelaxed samples of

the fiducial classification.
For each value of 𝑋 thr

𝑖
, we compute two complementary met-

2 Not all bins contain the same number of snapshots (or haloes): higher
redshift bins comprise less snapshots. While this may increase the scatter
in our results at high redshift, grouping more snapshots together at high
redshift would increase the systematic uncertainty due to stacking objects
of more different epochs.
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rics of the goodness of the classification3, namely the efficiency in
discriminating the unrelaxed haloes,

𝜖unrelaxed (𝑋 thr𝑖 ) = # of unrelaxed haloes properly identified
# of unrelaxed haloes (fiducial)

(10)

and the efficiency in discriminating the relaxed haloes,

𝜖relaxed (𝑋 thr𝑖 ) = # of relaxed haloes properly identified
# of relaxed haloes (fiducial)

. (11)

Out of all the possible values of 𝑋 thr
𝑖
, we choose the one which

maximises the product of both metrics, that is to say:

�̂� thr𝑖 = argmax
𝑋 thr
𝑖

[
𝜖unrelaxed (𝑋 thr𝑖 ) · 𝜖relaxed (𝑋 thr𝑖 )

]
. (12)

Since 𝜖unrelaxed (𝜖relaxed) can be thought, in a frequentist ap-
proach, as the probability of correctly identifying an unrelaxed (re-
laxed) halo as such, our choice of threshold in Eq. 12 corresponds
to picking the one which enhances the likelihood of correctly clas-
sifying both an unrelaxed and a relaxed halo, and thus serves as a
compromise between too generous and too stringent thresholds.

2.4.3 Totally relaxed, marginally relaxed and disturbed haloes

Once the final (redshift-dependent) thresholds,
{
𝑋 thr
𝑖

(𝑧)
}5
𝑖=1, are

established, any halo will be regarded as totally relaxed if

𝑋𝑖 < 𝑋 thr𝑖 (𝑧) ∀𝑖 = 1, . . . , 5, (13)

that is, if it has a low value of all the dynamical state indicators (low
centre offset, mean radial velocity and ellipticity, virial ratio and
sparsity close to unity). This allows a very conservative definition
of the most relaxed haloes.

However, it may be the case that a halo has a high value of one
of the parametres, but is relaxed according to the rest. This might
be the case for a variety of reasons, ranging from physical (e.g., a
halo with high ellipticity due to a strong tidal field generated by the
surrounding large-scale structure; Chen et al. 2016) to numerical
(e.g., underresolved haloes with higher sparsities, misidentification
of the centre, etc.). Thus, we deal with all haloes not falling into
the totally relaxed category by defining a combined relaxedness
indicator, in the manner of Haggar et al. (2020) (see also Kuchner
et al. 2020; Zhang et al. 2021a;Gouin et al. 2022) but addingweights
which account for the fact that some dynamical state indicators can
be more insightful than others at any given particular epoch.

𝜒 =

𝑤1
(
Δ𝑟

Δthr𝑟

)2
+ 𝑤2

(
[ − 1
[thr − 1

)2
+ 𝑤3

(
〈𝑣𝑟 〉DM
〈𝑣𝑟 〉thrDM

)2
+

𝑤4

(
𝑠200𝑐,500𝑐 − 1
𝑠thr200𝑐,500𝑐 − 1

)2
+ 𝑤5

(
𝜖

𝜖 thr

)2
−1/2 (14)

The weights, {𝑤𝑖}5𝑖=1, are normalised so that
∑5
𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖 = 1, and

3 Note that the metrics introduced in Eqns. 10 and 11 also correspond,
respectively, to the True Positive Rate (TPR) or sensitivity, and the True
Negative Rate (TNR) or specificity in the usual jargon of binary classifica-
tions (e.g., Fawcett 2006). However, we choose this notation here for better
readability.

are fixed at each redshift bin to be proportional to the performance
of their corresponding indicator in splitting the merging and non-
merging subsamples of the fiducial classifications. In particular,
we set 𝑤𝑖 ∝ 𝜖relaxed𝜖unrelaxed − 0.25 (the absolute values being set
by the closure relation

∑5
𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖 = 1). If, at a given redshift bin,

𝜖relaxed𝜖unrelaxed ≤ 0.25, we consider that the particular indicator is
not meaningful and its weight is set to 𝑤𝑖 = 0.

A particular halo which does not belong to the totally relaxed
category will be classified as marginally relaxed if 𝜒 ≥ 1, and dis-
turbed whenever 𝜒 < 1. Additionally, this classification scheme can
naturally handle missing data. For instance, if 𝑠200𝑐,500𝑐 is missing
(e.g., due to a low resolution not enabling to resolve 𝑅500𝑐), one
can simply evaluate 𝜒 neglecting the sparsity term (and multiplying
𝜒 by a factor

√
1 − 𝑤4; or, alternatively, renormalising the weights

after setting 𝑤4 = 0).

2.4.4 Redshift evolution of the thresholds and weights

With the procedure outlined in Sec. 2.4.2 and 2.4.3, we obtain a
threshold and a weight for each dynamical state indicator at each of
the redshift bins specified in Table 1. In order to obtain a continu-
ous trend for each of these parameters, we fit them to polynomial
functions of arbitrary degree.

First, we estimate the uncertainties in the thresholds (𝑋 thr
𝑖
) and

weights (𝑤𝑖) by computing the standard deviation of the distribution
of these parametres obtained in 1000 bootstrap resamplings (Efron
1979). Then, we fit the redshift evolution of the given parameter to
polynomial functions of increasing degree, until the 𝑝-value of the
highest degree coefficient falls above 𝑝 = 0.046 (low significance),
or the reduced chi-squared falls below 1 (indicating possible overfit-
ting of the model). Fits are performed using least squares weighted
to the inverse of the variance of each data point.

3 RESULTS

Following the procedure described in Sec. 2.4.2 and 2.4.4 over the
whole sample, we have found the optimal thresholds for the dynam-
ical state indicators, and fitted them to the best possible polynomial
models. The results are shown in Fig. 3, from top to bottom, for the
centre offset, virial ratio, mean radial velocity, sparsity and elliptic-
ity thresholds.

Most of the thresholds on the assembly state indicators present
a clear redshift evolution. At earlier times, the thresholds on the
dynamical state indicators tend to take higher values, reflecting the
fact that haloes at earlier times were more irregular or exhibited
more disturbed features, even when not having experienced any
relevant merging activity or growth during the last dynamical time.

The evolution of the thresholds ranges from very mild or al-
most nonexistent (e.g., Δthr𝑟 , Ythr) to noticeable (and definitely worth
taking into account; e.g., [thr, 𝑠thr200𝑐,500𝑐 , 〈𝑣𝑟 〉

thr). This unequivo-
cally evidences that fixed, set thresholds on certain parameters may
not be able to correctly discriminate relaxed from merging haloes
through the whole evolutionary history of the objects, especially
when delving into the realm of high-redshift haloes.

The thresholds can be fitted by the following equations (solid
lines in Fig. 3, whose uncertainties are represented by the shaded
regions), valid for 0 ≤ 𝑧 ≤ 5, where the figures in parentheses cor-
respond to the uncertainty in the two last digits of each coefficient:

Δthr𝑟 (𝑧) = 0.0849(13) (15)
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Figure 3. Redshift evolution of the thresholds on the dynamical state indi-
cators. From top to bottom, the panels refer to the centre offset (Δthr𝑟 ), virial
ratio ([thr), mean radial velocity (〈�̃�𝑟 〉thrDM), sparsity (𝑠

thr
200𝑐,500𝑐), and ellip-

ticity (Ythr) thresholds. Dots correspond to the optimal threshold obtained
within the redshift bin, with the error bars obtained by means of bootstrap
resampling. Solid lines correspond to the best polynomial fits, with their
(16-84)% confidence interval as the shaded region.

[thr (𝑧) = 1.3383(56) + 0.197(11)𝑧 − 0.0276(32)𝑧2 (16)

〈𝑣𝑟 〉thrDM (𝑧) = 0.0718(22) + 0.0056(14)𝑧 (17)

𝑠thr200𝑐,500𝑐 (𝑧) = 1.491(16)+0.064(37)𝑧−0.031(22)𝑧
2+0.0060(35)𝑧3

(18)

Ythr (𝑧) = 0.2696(27) (19)

Based on the performance of each assembly state indicator in
matching the fiducial classification, we fix the weights of each indi-
cator in Eq. 14 as described in Sec. 2.4.3. The results are summarised
in Fig. 4, which is analogous to Fig. 3 but this time showing the
weights instead of the thresholds. Note that, if all indicators were
equivalently important, 𝑤𝑖 = 0.2∀𝑖. Thus, 𝑤𝑖 > 0.2 (𝑤𝑖 < 0.2)
implies above-average (below-average) performance for the given
dynamical state indicator at the given epoch.

Interestingly, the importance of each indicator in determining
the dynamical state of DM haloes varies strongly with redshift. For
example, one of the most widely used indicators, the centre offset
Δ𝑟 , is exceedingly effective in discriminating the disturbed haloes at
high redshift, but its effectiveness declines steeply with decreasing
redshift and has slightly below-average performance at 𝑧 ' 0. As
an example of the opposite trend, the virial ratio, [, appears to be
irrelevant at high redshift (𝑧 & 2), and is only useful at low redshifts
(. 1). This dissimilar behaviour between centre offset and virial
ratio is also reported by the analyses at high redshift of Davis et al.
(2011).

As a purely dynamical parameter, the mean radial velocity
〈𝑣𝑟 〉 is especially relevant at high redshift, likely due to the fact that
smooth (nearly radial) accretion could be more important at these
stages given the relatively higher density in the surroundings of the
halo. Sparsity, as well as ellipticity, are especially correlated with
the fiducial dynamical state classification at more recent redshifts,
although they cannot generally be neglected at any epoch. As a
matter of fact, at low redshift, Y is the most relevant indicator of the
dynamical state of haloes.

With the same procedure as above, we have fitted the weights
to polynomial functions capturing their evolution (solid lines in Fig.
4, whose uncertainties are represented by the shaded regions), valid
for 0 ≤ 𝑧 ≤ 5:

𝑤 [Δ𝑟 ] (𝑧) ∝ 0.1679(70) + 0.0423(50)𝑧 (20)

𝑤 [[] (𝑧) ∝ 0.1965(78) − 0.1037(60)𝑧 + 0.0134(11)𝑧2 (21)

𝑤 [〈𝑣𝑟 〉DM] (𝑧) ∝ 0.1370(70) + 0.0364(48)𝑧 (22)

𝑤 [𝑠200𝑐,500𝑐] (𝑧) ∝ 0.2327(97) +0.051(14)𝑧−0.0153(38)𝑧2 (23)

𝑤 [Y] (𝑧) ∝ 0.2603(75) − 0.0181(51)𝑧 (24)

We note that, while at any epoch the data points fulfilled
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Figure 5. Overall fitted redshift evolution of the weights of the dynamical
state indicators, using the complete sample.

∑5
𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖 = 1, this is not necessarily true for the fitting polynomials
evaluated at any arbitrary redshift (although it holds to a few per-
cents). Thus, they must be normalised by their sum before plugging
them into Eq. 14.

For better comparison of the relative importance of each of the
indicators, Fig. 5 presents the fits of the weights on each dynamical
state indicator, as a function of decreasing redshift. The behaviour
can be roughly summarised as:

• At high redshift (𝑧 ∈ [2, 5]), the centre offset provides the most
insightful information about the recent assembly activity. This can
be primarily complemented by the mean radial velocity (especially
at 𝑧 & 3), or sparsity and ellipticity (at 𝑧 . 3). The virial ratio
does not seem to provide any insight on the dynamical state at high
redshift.

• At intermediate redshifts, (𝑧 ∈ [1, 2]), sparsity, ellipticity and
centre offset provide similarly useful information about the dynam-
ical state. The relevance of the virial ratio is still limited at this
epoch.

• At low redshifts (𝑧 . 1), the ellipticity of the DM halo corre-
lates exceptionally well with the dynamical state, as well as sparsity
does. While no dynamical state indicator is negligible at this stage,
centre offset and virial ratio also present reasonable performances,
while mean radial velocity is the least useful indicator at this time.

3.1 Dependence on halo mass

The previous analyses have considered all haloes on an equal
footing, despite their broad distribution in masses. Invoking self-
similarity (see, e.g., Navarro et al. 2010 for a thorough analysis on
the level of self-similarity of haloes), it may be argued that the same
thresholds and weights could be used for all halo masses. How-
ever, the fact that many halo properties (related to the dynamical
state indicators in our work) scale with mass demands to explicitly
check how our results depend on the mass scale of the haloes being
considered.

We have split the complete sample, introduced in Sec. 2.4.3,
in two subsamples, namely a low-mass and a high-mass subsample.
The high-mass subsample contains, at each redshift, the 20% most
massive haloes in the complete sample. This is chosen so as to
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Figure 6. Definition of the mass subsamples in terms of mass, as a function
of redshift. The gray (salmon) shaded regions correspond to the low-mass
(high-mass) subsamples. The dotted lines mark the mass limits.

contain, at redshift 0, all the haloes associated to massive groups
and clusters (𝑀DM > 3 × 1013𝑀�). Fig. 6 shows the evolution of
the mass limits on each subsample. Note that, therefore, our mass
groups do not correspond to fixed-mass ranges, but rather to two
sub-populations with a redshift-dependent mass threshold. While
it would definetely be interesting to explore the dependence of our
thresholds andweightswith actualmass ranges, our limited statistics
prevent us from this goal and we may defer this for future work.

Repeating the analyses above separately for each mass sub-
sample, we can infer the mass dependence of the thresholds on the
dynamical state indicators, and that of their corresponding weights
in Eq. 14. The redshift evolution of the thresholds for each mass
subsample is presented in Fig. 7, which is analogous to Fig. 3 but
displaying only the fits for clarity. The same colour coding as in Fig.
6 is used here.

For some indicators, such as ellipticity, there is no hint for
any significant trend of the evolution of the threshold with mass, at
least within the statistical uncertainties given by our sample size.
That is to say, at least within the mass range considered in this
work (roughly, [1012 − 1015] 𝑀�), the relaxation criteria based on
this indicator can be used regardless of the scale of the objects (as
customarily done with many indicators, e.g. Power et al. 2012).

However, the rest of indicators of the dynamical state do present
significant dependence on halo mass. In particular, the threshold on
Δ𝑟 remains constantwith redshift for the low-mass subsample,while
it increases linearly with increasing redshift for group and cluster-
sized DM haloes. This would suggest that imposing a constant
threshold on the centre offset may be too conservative and could,
for massive haloes at high redshift, artificially increase in excess the
number of disturbed haloes.

Regarding virial ratio, there is a minor trend with mass at
intermediate and low redshifts (𝑧 . 3), with higher-mass haloes
preferring a slightly more stringent threshold to separate dynami-
cally relaxed and unrelaxed haloes, but this difference corresponds
to a small variation on the value of the parameter (Δ[thr ∼ 0.05).
The most striking difference appears at high redshift, but is not rel-
evant since we have found that [ itself is not meaningful at high
redshift (see the second panel in Fig. 4, as well as Fig. 8 below).
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Figure 7.Mass dependence of the redshift evolution of the thresholds on the
dynamical state indicators. The figure is analogous to Fig. 3, with each line
corresponding to the fit performed with a mass subsample (the same colour
coding as in Fig. 6 is used: gray [salmon] lines correspond to the low-mass
[high-mass] subsamples), and the shaded regions enclosing 1𝜎 confidence
intervals.
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Themass dependence of 〈𝑣𝑟 〉 is moderate, withmassive haloes
preferring a constant threshold around 〈𝑣𝑟 〉 ≈ 0.085 and low-mass
systems displaying a decreasing trend with decreasing redshift.

Last, the two mass subsamples present a different behaviours
with respect to the threshold on halo sparsity, 𝑠thr200𝑐,500𝑐 . In this case,
lower mass haloes require consistently larger thresholds on sparsity
to discriminate relaxed and merging objects. While smaller haloes
tend to be more concentrated (see, for instance, Dutton & Macciò
2014), the mass-dependence of sparsity is much more contained
(Corasaniti et al. 2018; Corasaniti & Rasera 2019). It might be the
case that, both for physical (e.g., stronger influence of the environ-
ment) and numerical (e.g., less mass resolution elements leading to
more unresolved central regions) reasons, low-mass haloes present
a broader distribution in sparsities (see, e.g., figure 10 in Balmès
et al. 2014) and thus a larger sparsity threshold is required at the
low mass end.

Finally, we show in Fig. 8 the evolution of the weights on each
of the dynamical state indicators (as they appear in Eq. 14), for each
of the mass subsamples. Besides the general trends already analysed
for the whole sample when Fig. 4 was presented, several differences
emerge between the high-mass and the low-mass subsamples, espe-
cially at intermediate and high redshifts. At low redshift, however,
the weights are essentially compatible amongst the two subsam-
ples, with only a small hint of virial ratio and centre offset being
–comparatively– more effective in higher-mass haloes.

At intermediate redshifts, 𝑧 ∼ 2-3, high-mass haloes find el-
lipticity and mean radial velocity to be better indicators of their
dynamical state, and centre offset and sparsity comparatively worse
ones, when confronted to the low-mass sample. At high redshifts,
𝑧 ∼ 5, the performance of sparsity gets more penalised for lower-
mass haloes and, in these objects, centre offset can be relatively
more important than in higher-mass haloes. This further highlights
that, besides not being able to put fix criteria (in the sense of them
not evolving with redshift) for assessing the dynamical state of dark
matter haloes, they have to be carefully chosen depending on the
scale of the object being studied.

We provide fits for the thresholds andweights for the high-mass
(group and cluster-sized) subsample in Appendix A.

3.2 Classification assessment

The aim of this section is to validate to which extent the dynam-
ical state classification introduced in this work, which only uses
information at a given timestep, is capable of predicting the merg-
ing state of the DM halo. That is to say, whether we can predict
the fiducial classification (Sec. 2.2.1) based on the dynamical state
indicators, when confronting our method with haloes from a differ-
ent simulation (corresponding to different resolution, gravity solver,
etc.).

We use public simulation data from the suite CAMELS
(Villaescusa-Navarro et al. 2021, 2022), which contains over 4000
simulations of 25ℎ−1Mpc cubic, periodic volumes run with dif-
ferent physics, cosmological and astrophysical parameters, and nu-
merical codes. In particular, we have analysed the haloes in the
IllustrisTNG-DM CV-0 simulation, which corresponds to a DM-
only simulation run with Arepo (Springel 2010; Weinberger et al.
2020). Arepo implements a Tree+Particle-Mesh approach (Bagla
2002) for solving the evolution of DM, thus providing a high dy-
namical range even though the number of particles (𝑁part = 2563)
is rather small. The CV-0 simulation corresponds to a background
cosmology with ℎ = 0.6711,Ω𝑚 = 0.3, 𝑛𝑠 = 0.9624, and 𝜎8 = 0.8,
the initial conditions having been set up at 𝑧ini = 127.

We have extracted the halo catalogues and merger trees with
ASOHF (Vallés-Pérez et al. 2022) by following the exact same pro-
cedure described in Sec. 2.2, and determined the dynamical state
indicators (Sec. 2.3). For our analyses, we have considered the 30
most massive haloes at each time, which corresponds to a similar
mass limit as in the main analysis (cf. Fig. 1). Out of these 30 haloes,
we have dropped the ones that we are not able to trace back in time
for at least one dynamical time (which is most usually none or one
halo, at the considered epochs).

In Fig. 9, we assess the performance of our classification
scheme at three cosmological epochs (𝑧 = 0, 1, and 2, for the pan-
els left to right) by computing, at each time, the fraction of haloes
in each class (totally relaxed, marginally relaxed and unrelaxed)
which have recently suffered mergers or strong accretion (red), or
has undergone a quiet evolution (green). We note that, when evalu-
ating the dynamical state criteria, at any given 𝑧 we only apply the
indicators with weight 𝑤𝑖 (𝑧) > 0.05. Otherwise, we consider the
given dynamical state indicator as not meaningful at that particular
epoch. While this particular threshold is arbitrary, it is a sensible
choice and the results do not depend strongly on variations around
this value. According to Fig. 5, this only removes the virial ratio, [,
at 𝑧 & 1.9.

The totally relaxed subsample is, naturally, the smallest one,
since it is defined rather conservatively as the set of haloes simul-
taneously fulfilling all five relaxation criteria. It typically contains
∼ 10% of the haloes (slightly lower in this case; nevertheless, the
statistics are small). Within this test, all haloes being classified as
totally relaxed have not suffered any major (minor) merger within
one (half) 𝜏dyn or built up more than half of their mass in the last
dynamical time, thus proving to be a selection of the relaxed sample
with high specificity.

The marginally relaxed sample is the most numerous at low
redshifts (𝑧 . 1) and mostly contains objects which have not ex-
perienced any relevant merging or accretion activity, although the
fraction of objects having experienced it increases with increasing
redshift (from ∼ 15% at 𝑧 ' 0 to ∼ 40% at 𝑧 ' 2). The unrelaxed
subsample, which is especially numerous at high redshift when
merger rates are higher (see, e.g., Wetzel et al. 2009), contains
mostly merging objects, although a small fraction (10 − 25%) of
objects not experiencing mergers or accretion seem to fall into this
category. This may happen because a halo appears to be disturbed,
even when not merging or accreting intensely, due to environmental
effects (e.g., strong tidal field due to the presence of another nearby
massive halo, for instance in a pre-merger state), or even numerical
effects (mainly associated to low resolution). Naturally, it may also
be the case that unrelaxedness after a major merger is last for longer
than 1𝜏dyn (𝑧), since the fiducial classification in Sec. 2.2.1 was only
a rough estimation.

Expanding upon the previous figure, in Fig. 10 we focus on
some quantities tied to the merger and accretion history of the
haloes. In particular, the left panel represents, at three redshifts
(𝑧 = 0, 1, and 2, respectively, from left to right) and for the three
subsamples, the distribution of the time since the last merger (either
major or minor) in units of the dynamical time. Haloes classified as
unrelaxed have usually suffered some merger recently while, on the
other hand, the totally relaxed sample has typically not experienced
any merging activity since several dynamical times ago. A similar
situation is seen for the major mergers (middle panel), although
naturally not all unrelaxed haloes have suffered a major merger
(the unrelaxedness can be due to one or several minor mergers, or
smooth accretion, as well). However, the same trend holds, with
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major mergers having occurred a longer time ago as we move from
unrelaxed to marginally relaxed, and to totally relaxed haloes.

Finally, the third panel presents, in a similar way, the distribu-
tion of accretion rates Γvir, which are computed according to the
prescription of Diemer & Kravtsov (2014),

Γvir =
Δ log𝑀vir
Δ log 𝑎

(25)

with 𝑎 being the scale factor of the Universe, and the increments
computed over a dynamical time following its definition in Eq. 2.
The figure shows, in line with the previous results, an increasing
trend of the accretion rate when moving from the relaxed to the
more disturbed subsamples, within a wide redshift interval. This re-
flects how the dynamical state classification presented in this work,
which only uses information at a fixed time, can offer insight on the
temporal evolution of the systems over the last dynamical time.

3.2.1 Does a smaller set of indicators provide similar insight?

Lastly, it might be interesting to assess whether a single dynamical
state indicator, or a combination of them, is capable of providing a
similarly accurate classification; i.e., to motivate why it is important
to involve a high number of indicators. This is briefly exemplified in
Table 2, where we show the classification summary for each indica-
tor (or combination). In particular, for each classification class we
give the number of haloes falling into this class (and its percentage
with respect to the total), and the fraction of them which is unre-
laxed according to the fiducial classification ( 𝑓merging). Ideally, this
fraction would be 0 for the totally relaxed class and 1 for the un-
relaxed class. Naturally, when using only one indicator, there is no
marginally relaxed or intermediate category, since the value of the
dynamical state indicator can only be above or below the threshold.
In the case of using two indicators, we have defined the marginally
relaxed sample as the set of haloes fulfilling only one of the two
relaxedness conditions, as it is often done in the literature (e.g. Biffi
et al. 2016; Planelles et al. 2017).

Generally speaking, involving only one dynamical state indi-
cator leads to far poorer results, since the relaxed sample gets often
contaminated (around ∼ 40%) by haloes which have suffered merg-
ers. Likewise, the unrelaxed sample may end up containing a high
fraction of haloes undergoing quiescent evolution for some indica-
tors (e.g., 𝜖 ; although the particular results have to be considered
carefully due to the reduced statistics).

Interestingly, when using a combination of virial ratio and cen-
tre offset, which is a common option in the literature (e.g., Power
et al. 2012), we are still not able to pick out all merging haloes with
these criteria and even the totally relaxed subsample gets contami-
nated with ∼ 40% of merging haloes. Other common options in the
literature are the combination of mass ratio and centre offset (De
Luca et al. 2021), or centre offset, virial ratio and mass ratio (Cui
et al. 2017; Haggar et al. 2020). We have also tested these com-
binations, taking 𝑓 thrsub = 0.1 from the aforementioned references,
since we have not involved this indicator in our previous analyses.
In these cases, the results are similar to the Δ𝑟 & [ combination.
This highlights the necessity of involving and combining as many
indicators of the dynamical state as possible. When using the full
set of indicators derived in this work, the totally relaxed subsample
is rather small, due to its conservative definition. However, even
our marginally relaxed subsample is purer (contains a smaller frac-
tion of merging/accreting haloes) than the totally relaxed sample of

the previous combinations, proving to provide a robust splitting of
haloes according to their dynamical state.

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

To fully exploit the capabilities of ongoing surveys (e.g., eROSITA;
Ghirardini et al. 2022), and in the advent of upcoming instruments
over the electromagnetic spectrum (from X-ray, e.g., ATHENA, Nan-
dra et al. 2013; to radio, e.g. SKA, Acosta-Pulido et al. 2015; going
through the optical, e.g. EUCLID, Sartoris et al. 2016; Euclid Col-
laboration et al. 2019), which will provide samples of galaxies and
galaxy clusters unprecedented in size and depth, it remains crucial
to provide reliable indicators of the dynamical state (which in turns
is a fast proxy of the –recent– evolution of the system). As a first
step towards that aim, using 𝑁-Body+hydrodynamics simulations,
in this work we have systematically analysed how to best combine
a series of quantities which can be measured from simulation data
at a given time in order to be able to detect the presence of mergers
and/or ongoing strong accretion.

As a result, we have built an algorithm that combines a series of
different indicators of the dynamical state of a DM halo (namely, its
centre offset Δ𝑟 , the virial ratio [, the mean radial velocity 〈𝑣𝑟 〉, the
sparsity 𝑠200𝑐,500𝑐 , and the ellipticity Y) in order to classify haloes
within three classes. The totally relaxed haloes, comprising the ob-
jects simultaneously fulfilling all relaxedness conditions (which are
redshift-dependent, in general), is a conservatively defined subsam-
ple which, therefore, only contains around ∼ 10% of the haloes at a
given time. Haloes where some relaxedness condition may fail, but
are remarkably relaxed according to the rest of indicators may be
categorised in the marginally relaxed class, using a criterion simi-
lar to Haggar et al. (2020), but allowing different indicators to have
different (redshift-dependent) weights, which are tuned based on
the performance of each indicator on telling relaxed and unrelaxed
haloes apart. Thus, we defined a relaxedness parametre (𝜒), which
tells marginally relaxed (𝜒 ≥ 1) and unrelaxed (𝜒 < 1) apart. The
fits for the redshift dependence of the thresholds and weights are
given in Eqns. 15-24, while equivalent results for massive haloes
are provided in App. A.

Furthermore, we have confronted our classification scheme
against an independent DM-only simulation from the CAMELS suite
(Villaescusa-Navarro et al. 2021, 2022), corresponding to different
input physics, initial conditions and numerical solvers. Using it, we
find that our algorithm performs a clean splitting of relaxed and
unrelaxed haloes across a wide cosmic time interval, and that this
classification improves upon the usage of any single indicator or
some widely used combinations (Δ𝑟 & [; 𝑓sub & [; or Δ𝑟 , [ &
𝑓sub).
As a qualitative summary of the main highlights of the classi-

fication scheme, we can mention:

• Placing fix thresholds (which do not evolve with redshift) is
generally undesirable. While some indicators do not show strong
evolution of their optimal thresholds with redshift (e.g., ellipticity,
centre offset), others do (e.g., sparsity, mean radial velocity; all
tending to increase with redshift). This has important consequences,
since it implies that classification schemes for the dynamical state of
haloes that are set at 𝑧 = 0 cannot be directly used at high redshifts.

– At high halo mass (see the precise definition of the high-
mass subsample in Fig. 6), however, the results are slightly
changed: in particular, the redshift dependence of the thresholds
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Table 2. Classification properties using only one or a combination of dynamical state indicators, exemplified at 𝑧 = 1. Each row corresponds to one dynamical
indicator or combination, and for each classification class we give the number of objects falling into the class (𝑁 , and the percentage with respect to the
total) and the fraction of them which is unrelaxed according to the fiducial classification ( 𝑓merging). When only one indicator is used, there is no intermediate
(marginally relaxed) class. The first block corresponds to the individual indicators involved in this work. The second block contains several combinations
widely used in the literature, with the fitted thresholds in this work (for 𝑓sub, not involved in this work, we use 𝑓 thrsub = 0.1). The last row corresponds to the
complete method introduced here, using the five indicators (therefore, these results are the same shown in the central panel of Fig. 9).

Totally relaxed Marginally relaxed Unrelaxed
Indicator(s) 𝑁 𝑓merging 𝑁 𝑓merging 𝑁 𝑓merging

Δ𝑟 20 (69%) 0.40 – – 9 (31%) 0.78
[ 25 (86%) 0.48 – – 4 (14%) 0.75

〈�̃�𝑟 〉 21 (72%) 0.43 – – 8 (28%) 0.75
𝑠200𝑐,500𝑐 17 (59%) 0.47 – – 12 (41%) 0.58

𝜖 10 (34%) 0.50 – – 19 (66%) 0.53
Δ𝑟 & [ 19 (66%) 0.42 7 (24%) 0.57 3 (10%) 1.00
𝑓sub 23 (79%) 0.48 – – 6 (21%) 0.67

[ & 𝑓sub 18 (62%) 0.44 7 (24%) 0.43 4 (14%) 1.00
Δ𝑟 , [ & 𝑓sub 17 (59%) 0.47 3 (10%) 0.33 9 (31%) 0.67

Full set of indicators 2 (7%) 0.00 16 (55%) 0.38 11 (38%) 0.82

on 〈𝑣𝑟 〉 and 𝑠200𝑐,500𝑐 is not significant anymore, while the clas-
sification based on the Δ𝑟 benefits from an increasing trend with
increasing redshift. This warns us that the classification cannot
be universal, and that haloes on different mass scales may need
slightly modified criteria.

• At low redshift (𝑧 . 1), even though all indicators offer insight
into the merging state of the halo, it is sparsity and ellipticity of
the DM halo the ones which provide the most valuable information,
well beyond other, more widely used indicators such as centre offset
or virial ratio. Nevertheless, the fact that all relative weights are not
very dissimilar at this epoch (see Fig. 5)means that the classification
scheme can importantly benefit from combining as many indicators
as possible.

– The difference in weights amongst the different observables
(except 〈𝑣𝑟 〉) is importantly reduced when looking at the high
mass sample (right panel in Fig. 8), reinforcing that, for group-
and cluster-sized haloes at low redshift, it may be important to
combine all indicators suggested in this work.

• At high redshifts (𝑧 & 3), [ becomes irrelevant for the deter-
mination of the assembly state of the halo, while centre offset and
mean radial velocity become, by far, the dominant indicators.

– Again, the differences are lower for the high-mass subsam-
ple, but the prevalence of Δ𝑟 and 〈𝑣𝑟 〉 still holds.

In this work, we have focused on the determination of the
assembly state of DM haloes using the full information contained
in a snapshot of a numerical simulation. The motivation for this is
two-fold. On the one hand, it is important to devise efficient methods
to classify large samples of simulated haloes, especially given the
ever-growing trend of simulations, both in size and resolution (see,
e.g., Angulo & Hahn 2022, their table 1), made possible by the
increasing computational power available. On the other hand, it
serves as a first step, which can be further connected to observations
using projected data or, more realistically, mock multiwavelength
observations (e.g., Planelles et al. 2018).

Much of the information comprised in the dynamical state indi-
cators we involve in this work can be lost, or at least hindered, when
moving from the 3-dimensional description to the 2-dimensional
observed data. The first, most natural consequence is the effect of
projection on any geometrical indicator, such as the centre offset,
ellipticity or the mean radial velocity. For the case of centre off-

set and ellipticity, the measured values will only be a lower limit,
with the actual 3-dimensional value depending on the inclination
between the direction of the offset, or the plane containing the major
and minor axis, with the line of sight.

Regarding the mean radial velocity, which is especially impor-
tant for determining the dynamical state at high redshift, besides
the difficulty induced by projection (only velocities along the line
of sight, and distances on the plane of the sky, can be measured),
future kinetic Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (kSZ) observations could be able
to provide some constraints on proper velocities of the intra-cluster
medium (ICM; see, for instance, the estimates of Baldi et al. 2018
about the kSZ effect due to the coherent rotation of the ICM), even
for high-redshift objects since the SZ effect is essentially distance-
independent (e.g., Voit 2005). Even though the dynamics of the
ICM, especially in the inner regions of haloes, may differ signifi-
cantly from those of the DM halo, probing the velocity field of the
diffuse gas in haloes could supply useful insight onto the dynamical
state of haloes at high redshift.

Lastly, sparsitymay be a suitable option for observations, given
its good performance shown across the whole redshift span consid-
ered here (especially, for high-mass haloes). However, care must
be taken when using this quantity: here, we have defined sparsity
from the DM masses obtained from the full, 3-dimensional infor-
mation. However, in observations, masses can be obtained from
several methods (e.g., hydrostatic, lensing, caustic masses), and bi-
ases amongst them are non-negligible (see, for instance, Lovisari
et al. 2020). Moreover, mass biases tend to correlate with the merg-
ing state (Bennett & Sĳacki 2022; cf. Gianfagna et al. 2022) and,
while the quotient of two masses at different apertures derived from
the same method may cancel out part of these biases, the fact that
the bias itself depends on the aperture and the large object-to-object
scatter still make the interpretation non-trivial and deserve further
attention themselves.

This work provides a motivated definition of a scheme for
classifying DMhaloes according to their dynamical status, based on
simple properties which can be readily extracted from the outputs
of typical halo finders. Future work will need to deal with the
connection of these dynamical and morphological properties of the
DM halo with the baryonic component, as well as the application
to observations, in order to being able to extract the largest possible
amount of information about the assembly state of haloes from
future observational campaigns.
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APPENDIX A: EVOLUTION OF THE THRESHOLDS AND
WEIGHTS ON THE DYNAMICAL STATE INDICATORS
FOR THE HIGH-MASS SAMPLE

The high-mass subsample, defined in Sec. 3.1 and shown in Fig.
6, corresponds to a redshift-dependent mass limit, which can be
parametrised by

log10
𝑀lim (𝑧)
𝑀�

= 13.49 − 0.21𝑧 (A1)

within . 0.05 dex. Thus, the sample corresponds to massive groups
and clusters at 𝑧 ∼ 0; to objects above 1013𝑀� at 𝑧 ∼ 2; and to a
mass limit of ∼ 3 × 1012𝑀� at 𝑧 ∼ 5, which might most often be
the progenitors of the massive haloes we find at 𝑧 ∼ 0.

Within this sample, the evolution with redshifts of the thresh-
olds on the dynamical state indicators, shown in Fig. 7, can be given
by the following polynomial fits:

Δthr𝑟 (𝑧)
��
massive = 0.0863(39) + 0.0066(23)𝑧 (A2)

[thr (𝑧)
��
massive = 1.3371(88) + 0.151(14)𝑧 − 0.0139(37)𝑧

2 (A3)

〈𝑣𝑟 〉thrDM (𝑧)
��
massive = 0.0842(32) (A4)

𝑠thr200𝑐,500𝑐 (𝑧)
��
massive = 1.495(10) (A5)

Ythr (𝑧)
��
massive = 0.2710(33) (A6)

The weights on these indicators, as they appear on the relaxed-
ness parameter (Eq. 14), are fitted by:

𝑤 [Δ𝑟 ] (𝑧)
��
massive ∝ 0.218(16) − 0.134(26)𝑧 + 0.0356(69)𝑧

2 (A7)

𝑤 [[] (𝑧)
��
massive ∝ 0.250(11) − 0.0603(66)𝑧 (A8)

𝑤 [〈𝑣𝑟 〉DM] (𝑧)
��
massive ∝ 0.092(17) + 0.109(27)𝑧 − 0.0141(71)𝑧

2

(A9)

𝑤 [𝑠200𝑐,500𝑐] (𝑧)
��
massive ∝ 0.2251(87) (A10)

𝑤 [Y] (𝑧)
��
massive ∝ 0.2537(86) (A11)
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